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Abstract

Fresh fruits and vegetables are an important component of human diet because they are rich source of various types of nutrient. Washing is the first essential primary unit operation for value addition of vegetable at farm level as well as for processing. This unit operation becomes very cumbersome when we take it with different root crops such as Carrot, Ginger, Turmeric, Shatavari and Taro because of their different shape and size. Soil and other foreign materials must be removed, especially for medium and heavy textured soil in which a pre-harvest irrigation is used to loosen the soil. The washing of these roots crops are done manually by farmers and agricultural labour which consumes lot of time and money. The objective of this project was to evaluate the performance of continuous type carrot washer in terms of mechanical, microbial washing efficiency and bruising percentage. The machine was operated at 25 rpm with feed rate of 400 kg/h and power was given with 0.5 horse power motor. Then the result were analyzed and maximum mechanical washing efficiency was found in case of the carrot which was 80.46% followed by Ginger (78.79%), Taro (76.70%) and Shatavari (74.18%) and least in turmeric (63.73%). The microbial washing efficiency was found maximum in case of carrot (79.64%) followed by Turmeric (76.16%), Ginger (70.58%), Taro (66.94%) and least in case of Shatavari (59.70%). The bruising efficiency was found minimum in case of Taro (3.60%) and maximum in case of carrot (8.41%). The minimum retention time was in Taro (1.20 min) and maximum in Ginger (2.1 min).
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1. Introduction

India is the second largest producer of fruits and vegetables in the world after China but large quantity of this produced lost due to unavailability of postharvest facility. Fresh vegetables form an important and essential component of human diet and are sources of vitamins. Well balanced diets, rich in vegetables, are especially valuable for their ability to prevent vitamin C and vitamin A deficiencies and are also reported to reduce the risk of several diseases. Most of the vegetables are consumed at the unripen stage. Vegetables are widely exposed to microbial contamination through contact with soil, dust and water and by handling at harvest or during postharvest processing. They therefore have a diverse range of microorganisms including plant and human pathogens (Nguyen-the and Carlin, 1994) [11]. The quality of vegetables is thus of utmost importance. The number of bacteria present on fresh vegetables at harvest can be in the range of 10^5 to 10^6 per gram. Microflora of any food is of great concern since both food spoilage and safety are involved (Mangunson et al. 1990) [3]. Differences in microbial profiles of various vegetables result largely from unrelated factors such as resident microflora in the soil, application of nonresident microflora via animal manures, sewage or irrigation water etc. (Ray and Bhunia, 2007) [10]. This adversely affects the quality of the produce, which leads to reduced profits and self-life. Prevention of contamination is the most efficient way to ensure food safety and prevent foodborne illness. Thus, every effort should be made to protect food from primary sources of contamination. Raw foodstuffs, particularly vegetables grown close to soil, may be contaminated with various foodborne pathogens (Beuchat, 1999) [4]. Turmeric was evaluated for mechanical washing and optimized parameter such as 2.2 min washing time at 47.2 rpm rotational speed of the machine, the microbiological efficiency was 87.2% with negligible bruising. At optimum polishing (7 - 8%) performance parameters of 40 rpm rotational speed for 20 min, the color improved from dark yellowish brown to desirable olive color (2.5 YR 6/6, Munsell color chart rating), with increase in the surface smoothness (Coefficient of external friction on G. I. sheet reduce from 0.487 to 0.436), and also resulted in improvement in the microbiological quality. Mechanical polishing reduced the surface microflora by half. The total fungi reduced from 7050 to 3220 cfu/g, bacterial count decrease from 1500 to 770 cfu/g and coliform forms reduced from 200 to 110 cfu/g thus enhance the final quality of turmeric rhizomes.
Mechanical washing of ginger by using ginger rhizomes in a rotary mechanical vegetable washer were conducted at three peripheral washing drum speeds of 2.83, 3.45 and 4.08 m.s⁻¹ for three varying washing durations of 5, 10 and 15 min. The performance of ginger washer was evaluated based on bruise index, mechanical washing efficiency, microbial washing efficiency and colour of washed ginger. For microbial washing efficiency to be above 80%, washing speed of 3.45 m.s⁻¹ for 5 min duration corresponding to microbial washing efficiency of 92% was considered as optimum. At the optimum washing condition, the bruise index and mechanical washing efficiency were 7.5% and 97.8%, respectively (Jayashree and Visvanathan 2010). Performance Evaluation of vegetables washer for carrots crops was evaluated on three parameters and it was found that the mechanical washing efficiency, microbial efficiency and bruising percentage were varied from 72.80 to 78%, 88 to 92% and 5.80 to 8.50%, respectively (Narendr et al. 2018). The Washing is used not only to remove field soil, dust, pesticides but the surface microbial load also and removes spores of heat resistant bacteria. Washing of vegetables generally reduces the microbial load by 100 to 1000 fold. This prevents pathogens from being transferred from the rind or skin to the inside of fruit or vegetable when it is cut (Laanen and Scott 2004). To prevent spoilage and mold growth during storage, it is necessary to wash fresh vegetable.

2. Material and Methods

The experimental methodology including raw material procurement, sample preparation, instruments, chemicals, and reagents used, experimental design applied to obtain specific targets, analytical methods different analytical and modeling tools used in the study. The entire work of washing root crop was done in one day. Each roots crop was washed for 60 minutes.
guard for operational safety. From one end of the rotor, the vegetable is fed through the feeding chute.

2.2 Sample Preparation
Freshly vegetables were purchased from the local supplier who used to grow these five selected root crops which includes Carrot, Ginger, Turmeric, Taro, and Shatavari. Five kilograms of each sample were procured from the farmers directly from the field. Each sample was kept in polybag without removing soil and then sample were transported to place of washing. The water used for washing the sample was pure and free from any types of bacteria and pathogens.

2.3 Mechanical washing efficiency
The ability of machine to remove the soil which was attached with the sample was calculated in terms of mechanical washing efficiency. The mechanical washing efficiency of machine was determined as the ratio of the difference of weight of different sample before and after washing to the weight on the percentage basis. The mechanical washing efficiency was determined for each sample with the help of following equation.

Mechanical washing efficiency (%) = (Weight of sample before washing - weight of sample after washing) / Weight of sample before washing

2.4 Microbial washing efficiency
The samples were analyzed for total plate count (Colony forming units, cfu) before and after washing of sample and it was determined by serial dilution technique as enumerated by Ranganna (1991). A sample of 5 g was aseptically cut from washed and unwashed sample of same duration and macerated with 45 ml distilled water (0.1%) in a sterile glass mortar and was then serially diluted up to 5 dilution (1:5) per sample. Tryptone glucose agar was made by mixing 24 g in 1000 ml of distilled water. One ml of suitable dilutions was pour plated on tryptone glucose agar and plates were incubated at 37 °C for 36-38 h. All samples were analyzed in duplicates and results were expressed as colony forming unit per gram (cfu/g) of sample. Total mesophilic viable counts psychrophilic viable counts were determined. For analysis five-fold dilution series of sample were prepared. The microbial washing efficiency was calculated using the following equation.

Microbial washing efficiency (%) = (Initial microbial load – Final microbial load) X 100/(Final microbial load)

2.5 Bruising percentage
Bruised samples means those sample in which there were some damaged occurs or in which the outer most tissues of the sample came out or bruised simply means skin came out which might be due to either by striking with sample itself or due to rubbing action while being conveyed on the revolving drum. It is defined as ration of weight of bruising sample after washing to the total weight of the sample.

Bruising percentage (%) = (Weight of bruised sample x 100)/ Total weight of sample after washing

2.6 Retention time
The time for the particular samples remain inside the rotating drum, or it is time when the sample was fed from the hopper to the time when it comes out from the outlet. For calculating the retention time one sample from each root crop was taken and it was marked permanently by making cut in some portion of the sample for identification at the outlet.

3. Results and Discussion
Results obtained from experiments conducted for fulfilling the objectives of the study with scientific reasoning and support of the findings from published literature. The continuous types carrot washer was evaluated for the three different analysis parameters (Physical, Microbiological washing efficiency and bruising percentage) which are discussed below.

Practical test of continuous type carrot washer was conducted for the entire five root crops sample at Village Behbalpur, District Hisar (Haryana) for 15 hours consisting of 3 trials for each sample and mean of the three trails was included in the final results.

The feeding rate (400kg/h) and rpm (20 rpm) of the machine was kept constant throughout the experiments for all the crops. The experiments were performed in triplicate and the average was taken in final results. The retention time for different crop was found to be different. The maximum retention time was found in case of ginger (2.11 min) followed by turmeric (2.09 min), carrot (1.55 min), Shatavari (1.45 min) least in case of taro (1.20 min). The difference in retention time of different crops was due to different shape and size of the sample. Taro is having maximum sphericity due to this it is having least retention time.

The maximum mechanical washing efficiency was found in case of the carrot which was 80.46% followed by Ginger (78.79%), Taro (76.70%) and Shatavari (74.18%) and least in turmeric (63.73%) which is shown in figure 1. At same operating condition the of the machine the microbial washing efficiency was found maximum in case of carrot (79.64%) followed by Turmeric (76.16%), Ginger (70.58%), and Taro (66.94%) and least in case of Shatavari (59.70%). Thus results clearly show that this carrot washing machine can effectively use for the all the roots crops because mechanical as well as microbial washing efficiency are good. It is also supported by previous results.
The bruising efficiency was found minimum in case of Taro (3.60%) followed by shatavari (4.12%) ginger (6.93%) turmeric (7.82%) and carrot (8.41%) as shown in figure 2. The bruising efficiency was maximum in carrot because of its shape size. The bruising efficiency of all the root crops was found below 9% however it can be further reduced by decreasing the rpm of the machine and also by reducing the feeding rate but it would increase the time of washing.
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